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1. Define

- . Geometric rnultiplicity,

o Algebraic multiplicityj

of an eigenvalues ) of a linear transformation on a finite dimensional vector

lpacc Y

(a) Let ,4 be an n x n non-singular matrix alrd let 1s(l) denote the charac-

teristic polynomffil ()1 l.
Shor,v that

I +\n

r" lrr ;;j r,r'l /r: '' 7a.

Deduce that if )1,,\r, ..., )" ale the eigenvalues of I with

ripliciries rhen L ,l .t are rhp erBrn.'alur: ul /, ), \, r,,
multiplicities.

algcbrdic rnul-

with algebraic



(b) Let ,4 be a matrix of order n such that 42 = 'l Show that every eigen-

value of ,4 is 1 or -1.

. Find a non-singular matrix P such that P-rllP

2. Define the term " minimum polynomial " of a square matrix.

(a) Prove that the characteristic polynomia,l of an n x n matrix / always

divides the r," power of its minimum polynomial.

(")

/\
1 8,. 0 \

Lo, A = | | b" a hlo.k diag,nal nrat.ix, whcro B,- and 8,,\ o 8,. I\ -' ,t
a,re square matrices. Show that the minimum polynomiai m,(t) ol B Is

the least common multiple of the minirnum polynomials 9(t) and b(t) of

By1 and. 822 respectively.

Stare thc Cayley-Hamil(on theorem

Find the minimum polynomial of the matli* ,{ given by

It
r,"t e= I a

[,
is diagonal,

ii)

(b)
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3. (a) Find an ofihogonal Lran6lbrmarion which redu'es rh' Iollorving quadratic

form to a diagonal form

3x?+2r4+4fi-4tPz*4tP3

(b) Simultaneously diagonalize the following pair of quadratic forms;

.r'- rl- t!-2t.t2 - 2t2ri 2t.t\

3r1+ s7+ 3r3 + 2i{xz - 2?2,rs - 2:x$3'

4. What is meant by an " inner pioduct " on a vector space?

(a) Verify that ihe function < . , . >, define by

< s,u >:Dxr u , r'y €C"
i=l

is an inner product on C".

(b) Srate Gram-Schtnidt Process and use it to find the othonorma'l set for

span of I in 1Ra, where 5 : { (1,0, -1,0)r , (0,1,2,1)r, (2,1'-1'0) }

(c) Let V be an inner procluct space and l4l be a subspace of V

i. Sholv ihat there i6 an orthonormal basis of tr4lwhich is part of an

orthonormal basis of I/

ii. Prove that, V = W @Wr, where I{r is orthogonal contplement of

l,l/ and O denotes the direi"t 'um


